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Holiday
ARTS GUIDE

DEAR RUTHIE

PREPARE TO

PICKLE

DATING IN THE AGE OF COVID

Dear Ruthie,
Dating during a pandemic sucks. Dating was the furthest thing from my mind, but now that it appears as though things aren’t going to
change, I’ve turned my thoughts to finding Mr. Right again. Is that even possible? How can someone date safely during the COVID age?

BY ARI LEVAUX

5PH/ iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

Let Me Know,
Desperately Seeking Someone (Anyone!)

2020

Speaking of focusing on one another, let’s
talk about physical contact. As attraction
builds, it’s going to be hard to keep your
hands off each other. If and when things heat
up, have an honest discussion with your new
partner about holding hands, hugging and
kissing. I don’t have to tell you that these
signs of affection carry additional COVID
risks, so talk about them openly with one
another.

connections with your current social group or
contact a therapist.
If you’re still ready to meet someone new,
create a dating strategy for
yourself. Think about what sort of date you’d
be comfortable with. For
instance, decide that you’ll only visit restaurants with
outdoor options. Determining what your
dates “look like” will help you single out people who feel the same about dating in today’s
environment.

LIFESTYLE CANNABIS

READY, SET, DATE

Dear Someone,
The recipe for dating can be confusing and
aggravating as is. Mix in COVID-related
stress, and many Cream City singles aren’t
sure what to feel or where to begin. In other
words, you’re not alone, sugar!
Start by taking a serious look at your desire
to date. In this era of social distancing, is
meeting up with a stranger really what you
want? Consider your emotional state right
now. If you’re feeling lonely or depressed,
dating isn’t necessarily the cure. Seek out
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When you’re ready to start swiping left and
right again, get to know your new paramour
via a series of phone calls and FaceTiming.
Not only will this keep everyone healthy,
but regularly scheduled “phone dates” help
ensure that the person on the other end of
the line is one you feel comfortable meeting
in person.

This is not the time for a one-nighter with a
stranger! It’s impossible to social distance
when you’re bumping nasties in a waterbed.
(Not that I’m speaking from experience, mind
you.) Sex in the age of COVID is a magazine
article all its own, but I suggest avoiding the
sheets until you feel you know and trust this
person. When you’re both ready to take things
to the next level, discuss how you
feel about sex in the age of
COVID. In the meantime,
stay safe, take care
and make good
decisions!

When you both decide you’re ready for faceto-face time, stick to the dating strategy you
created early on (only meeting in large, openair areas, for instance). Stick to your comfort
level. This is not a time to compromise. You
should also keep dates between the two of
you. There’ll be plenty of time to meet one
another’s friends and family later.

Shepherd Express

NEWS OFF THE CUFF

M ilwaukee Art Museum

UNTIL RECENTLY, ART HISTORY AS IT WAS TAUGHT IN
THE U.S. AND MANY OTHER PLACES OMITTED OR MARGINALIZED MUCH OF THE WORLD. DO YOU THINK THAT
MOST PEOPLE TODAY HAVE A BROADER UNDERSTANDING OF CULTURES FROM ACROSS THE WORLD THAN IN
THE PAST—AND IF SO, HAS THIS LED TO QUESTIONING
RACIST ASSUMPTIONS IN THIS COUNTRY?

OFF THE CUFF WITH CURATOR OF COMMUNITY
DIALOGUE KANTARA SOUFFRANT

I don’t think the issue is whether or not individuals are questioning racists assumptions. My experience as an arts educator, museum educator and college professor has taught
me that many people are open to questioning their racial
assumptions.

EXPANDS CULTURAL OUTREACH
MILWAUKEE BALLET - 2019 NUTCRACKER PERFORMANCE

BY DAVID LUHRSSEN

T

he Milwaukee Art Museum is no
stranger to multicultural programming and has provided
educational opportunities and outreach
to all Milwaukeeans for many years.
However, one of the lessons of Black Lives
Matter is that many institutions need to
take good intentions—and positive actions—to the next level. With that in mind,
the Museum has created a new position,
Curator of Community Dialogue, to further
expand its engagement with Milwaukeeans and local organizations representing
all backgrounds. Off the Cuff interviewed
the Museum’s newly hired Curator of Community Dialogue, Kantara Souffrant. She
begins work on January 4, 2021.

CULTURE | SPONSORED BY THE MILWAUKEE ART MUSEUM

TELL ME ABOUT YOUR BACKGROUND.
WHERE DID YOU GROW UP? CAN YOU
DESCRIBE THE INFLUENCE OF YOUR
HAITIAN HERITAGE ON YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE MEANING OF ART?
Being of Haitian ancestry doesn't necessarily change how I interpret art or the
meaning of art. However, it does make me
more sensitive to the role art can play in
representing marginalized people.
I was born in Brooklyn, New York, and
grew up in New Jersey in a large Haitian
community in the 1990s. Stories about
Haitian migration, deportations and politics always seemed to be in the news. In
my memory, these stories, as well as the
representations of Haitian people and
culture on television, on the radio and in
print, were always negative and one-sided—you rarely heard from Haitian people
themselves. I learned not to talk about
being Haitian because it led to ridicule in
my schools by my peers and adults. Even
today, I'm astounded by how often (and
quickly) the news, television shows, literature and everyday references to Haiti only
discuss Haiti as a place of “negatives.”
20
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These negative representations of Haiti
and Haitian people did not match my
home and community experience. I grew
up surrounded by musicians, dancers,
artists and storytellers, people who used
their arts to reflect our culture and to tell
more holistic stories of the Haitian experience. I grew up with art that celebrated our culture and with art as a tool for
challenging negative portrayals of black
people, especially Haitians. My Haitian
heritage taught me to see art as a tool for
telling fuller and more complicated stories
than what is popularly presented as the
dominant narrative or single story.
YOU ARE AN ARTIST AS WELL AS
AN ARTS EDUCATOR. TELL ME
ABOUT YOUR ART.
I consider myself an artist-scholar. Artmaking, research and writing are all
critical to my work and life. I combine
movement, song, folk stories, interviews
and personal narratives to create what
I call “embodied storytelling.” Embodied
storytelling brings together all the dance
and visual art training I’ve received from
across the African diaspora.
I’ve trained with master artists in their craft
from all over the world, including master
dancer and cultural historian Adenike
Sharpley, with whom I studied Yoruba and
Kikongo aesthetics in visual art and dance;
The Jaina Family Dancers and Drummers
of The Gambia; and Alousane Soumake of
the National Ballet of Guinea; and Mestre João Grande of the Capoeira Angola
Center, New York; Mestre Renê Bitencourt
of the Associação de Capoeira Angola
Navio Negreiro, Brazil; and Contra Mestre
Erik “Chicago” Murray of the Low Country
Capoeira Angola Society, Atlanta.
Here in Milwaukee, I briefly trained with
the Ko-Thi Dance Company, helmed by

Ferne Yangyeitie Caulker-Bronson. I also
can’t forget my storytelling training with
Ex Fabula as an Ex Fabula Fellow! All my
training places African cosmologies as the
foundation of artistry and performance;
here, performance, art creation and communal transformation are inseparable.
Fundamentally, my art—whether it is an
installation or a performance—and my
scholarship are ways to encourage dialogue, reflection and change.
WHAT ROLE CAN ART PLAY IN
SOCIAL PROGRESS?
Artists are dreamers, documenters of their
contemporary moment and cultural critics.
I think art’s role in social progress is to be
all of these things. Art helps us dream and
conceive new worlds. It documents where
we’ve been and where we’re going as a
local and global society. Art critiques and
challenges us when we, as a society, are
not doing enough to ensure the safety and
well-being of all people.
I also think that art objects themselves
can be some of the most democratic
spaces for engaging in dialogue. Talking
about challenging social concerns such
as race or class can be a bit easier when
there is a work of art that brings up
social problems, and people can use
that object to reflect on their own
experiences, thoughts and feelings. No approach to looking
at a work of art is “wrong,”
and, because of this, we can
listen to each other more
fully when engaging with
art. By extension, art advances social progress
by reminding us that
multiple approaches,
experiences and stories
can co-exist.

My experiences have also taught me
that many people are not interested in questioning their racial
assumptions. The issue isn’t
merely about the individual-level challenging of racist
beliefs; it is about how public
and private institutions
maintain and perpetuate
these racial assumptions.
These institutions include
schools, museums, governments and other places
of influence. For example,
it is hard to make a factual argument about why
and how racism physically,
emotionally and historically
harms people when you have
institutions and people in positions of authority who say,
“Nothing is wrong. Everyone
is fine and happy with how
things are right now.”

All I can do and hope for is
that my work in the arts
and museums helps alter
individual assumptions,
eventually changing
larger institutional
assumptions.
That’s the
exciting thing

about the Curator of Community Dialogue role: collaborating
with area partners to create these transformations on an
individual and institutional level.
CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AS THE
MILWAUKEE ART MUSEUM’S CURATOR OF COMMUNITY
DIALOGUE—AND EXPLAIN WHY THE WORD “CURATOR”
RATHER THAN “DIRECTOR” WAS CHOSEN FOR THE TITLE?
The Curator of Community Dialogue, as the Museum describes
the position, is responsible for “developing and implementing a comprehensive plan for adult community engagement,
building the institution’s capacity for making art relevant
to our community and delivering robust community programming, two key pillars of the Museum’s 2020 Strategic
Direction.” The position will ultimately build and oversee the
Department of Community Dialogue. In this role, I will also be
responsible for organizing (or “curating”) pop-up exhibitions
throughout the community, explaining some of why the title is
“curator” rather than “director.” Further, a curator often brings
together disparate things (be they objects, ideas or people) to
tell a story, lend a new perspective, so the title seems fitting.
For me, the Curator of Community Dialogue position is fundamentally about aiding the Milwaukee Art Museum in becoming
a more accessible, culturally relevant and culturally responsive
institution for all of Milwaukee. Nationally, museums are at a
turning point: addressing what it means for their establishments to be seen as exclusive—catering predominately to
wealthy and exclusively white audiences. As someone who
previously worked at the Milwaukee Art Museum, I know the
Museum tries to be a welcoming environment regardless of
income, racial identity and area zip code. The Curator of Community Dialogue position is an institutional commitment to
growing the Museum’s support and welcoming of Black, Latinx
and Communities of Color—in our exhibitions, our programming and in the partnerships that we build.
The question that drives me in this role is how can the Museum support building a stronger and healthier Milwaukee for
all people? Creating new programs and curating exhibitions
is one aspect of this work; the other is collaborating and
listening to Black, Latinx and People of Color. I'm excited
to collaborate and work alongside Milwaukeeans who are
already building a vital and inclusive Milwaukee.

David Luhrssen is Managing Editor of the Shepherd Express
and was the paper’s Arts and Entertainment Editor
from 1994-2015.

Souffrant: “All I can do and hope for is
that my work in the arts and museums helps alter
individual assumptions, eventually changing
larger institutional assumptions.”

Photo Credit by Rosen-Jones Photography
Illustration by OvochevaZhanna/Getty Image
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BROADCASTING THEIR MUSIC—

MILWAUKEEANS
FIND OPPORTUNITIES
IN TV, FILM AND OTHER MEDIA
BY JOSHUA MILLER

NOVEMBER 2020

Illustration by Ali Bachmann

DECEMBER 2020
Shepherd Express
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SPECIAL: OKTOBERFEST GUIDE | SPONSORED BY DISCOUNT LIQUOR

Celebrating our 60 th Year

8
2

2020 FESTIVAL CALENDAR
ktoberfest started over
200 years ago in Munich,
Germany, as a two-week

festival ending on the first Sunday in
October. The original event was to
celebrate the marriage of Bavarian
Crown Prince Louis, who later became
King Louis I of Bavaria, and Theresa von
Sachsen-Hildburghausen. With German
roots running deep in Milwaukee history,
it makes sense that it is still celebrated
today. While not as prolific this year,
there are still places to raise a glass and
Prost!tradition.
toast the German
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The Domes
MILWAUKEE’S YEAR-ROUND GREEN OASIS
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Oktoberfest

SEAT
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THE NUTCRACKER
ER
NOV

28

SATURDAY 5:30 PM
NCE
VIRTUAL PERFOMANCE

Celebrate t he Season
WITH FOOD, GIFTS AND THE ARTS

Shepherd Express

AT A GLANCE
SHEPHERD EXPRESS

EVENTS

The Shepherd Express is the largest, locally
owned, glossy alternative news publication
in the state of Wisconsin. It’s Milwaukee’s
bold, independent, monthly magazine. Each
issue highlights the latest news, politics,
commentary, dining, music, film, arts &
entertainment and popular sections on LGBTQ
and Cannabis news.

That’s right! We put on quite a few events
each year. Some of our larger events, like our
WI Cannabis Expo and very popular Stein &
Dine bring over 3,000 and 2,000 attendees
respectively, and some of our smaller events,
like Margarita Fest, over 750.

MINIMUM MONTHLY CIRCULATION: 40,000+
READERSHIP: 210,000 per month

Our continuously updated website features a
variety of content including film, local events
and news, dining, arts & entertainment and
more.

SPECIAL SECTIONS & GUIDES
• Arts Guides
(Spring, Fall,
and Holiday)
• Drink Sections
(Winter, Spring,
Summer & Fall)

• Best of Milwaukee
• Outdoor Dining
• Pride
• Summerfest
• Summer Guide

SHEPHERDEXPRESS.COM

SHEPHERDEXPRESS.COM has an average of
235,000+ readers per month and
375,000+ pageviews per month**
**Google Analytics

E-NEWSLETTER
E-newsletters are sent out daily covering
trending news, politics, human interest stories,
A&E and the dining scene.
Total Subscribers: 70,100
Average Open Rate: 10%

SOCIAL
We’re everywhere! Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter and YouTube. Follow us to keep up-todate on restaurant openings, current events
and much more!
SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWING:
Facebook: 29,005
Instagram: 10,800
Twitter: 19,700
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DEMOGRAPHICS
ٚ MONTHLY PRINT READERS

2 10,000 +

ٚ MONTHLY DIGITAL READERS

2 35,000 +

Vast majority of readers are
COLLEGE EDUCATED with a
significant percentage having
ADVANCED DEGREES

Readership leans slightly
more FEMALE
Significantly above
metropolitan-area HOUSEHOLD
INCOME

Targeted to readers of
ALL AGES 18+

A must-read for the
LGBTQ+ community
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SPECIAL SECTIONS & GUIDES
Arts Guide (Spring, Fall)
The magazine-style guide for
anyone who supports the arts in
Milwaukee. Our Spring and Fall Arts
guides feature previews of the arts
in the area: Classical Music, Dance,
Education, Galleries, Museums,
Theater and Visual Arts.

Best of Milwaukee
Milwaukee’s original, largest and
most prestigious poll where the
READERS determine the winners!
Every year Shepherd Express readers
nominate and vote for the best of the
best in hundreds of categories. This
issue announces the winners and
runners up. It’s the best of the best!

Holiday Arts Guide
Milwaukee’s complete guide to holiday
shows.

Pride
We love to show our pride with this
special section each year. It features
Pridefest coverage, the annual LGBTQ
Progress Award winners, Dear Ruthie
and so much more!

Holiday Gift Guide

SPECIAL HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE

(November & December)

Showcase your business in our annual
gift guides to highlight your seasonal
specials and offers. Includes a business
listing in print and online.

2020

HOLIDAY

Gift Guide
(Winter, Spring, Summer & Fall)

A celebration of seasonal spirits, craft
beer, wine, current cocktail trends and
much more. If you’re a Wisconsin winery,
distillery, independent brewery, brew
pub or cocktail lounge, this section will
show off your wares and give customers
an in-depth and comprehensive guide
to drinks in the Milwaukee area.

Illustrations by T. A. McKay/Getty Images

Drink

Summerfest
For the past 30 years Shepherd Express
has been the leading source in providing
the Summerfest concert listings,
previews, promotional deals and more!

Outdoor Dining
A guide to Milwaukee’s outdoor
dining scene.

Summer Guide
A guide to summer in Milwaukee,
featuring outdoor and indoor activities,
dining, parks and recreation.
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DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES
Monthly unique visitors 235,000+ • Monthly pageview 375,000+
E-newsletter subscribers 70,100 • Identifies as Male 39.8% • Identifies as Female 60.2%
Desktop users 37% • Tablet users 7% • Mobile users 56%

BANNER AD SIZES
1. Leaderboard
970 x 90, 728 x 90, 320 x 50 pixels
Large horizontal banner located in the
header and footer of the website.

1

2. Medium Rectangle
300 x 250 pixels
Horizontal rectangular banner placed in
various highly prominent spots on the
homepage, section landing pages and
article pages.
3. Double Skyscraper
300 x 600 pixels
Large and tall banner placed on the
homepage, section landing pages and
article pages.
Looking for more creative digital ideas?
Talk with your account executive.

2

Phone 414-276-2222
Fax 414-276-3510  
Web www.shepherdexpress.com
207 E. Buffalo St. Suite 410
Milwaukee, WI 53202

3
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DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES
Native Advertising
Our native advertising strategically positions your brand’s story on our website. This works well for new
companies looking to raise their profile and businesses announcing products and services. You can be
as involved with putting the content together as you’d like. The story can be text-based or we can tell
your story through a professionally-edited video.

Packages Include:

Article and accompanying image (915x650 pixels) posted on our website with visibility on the
homepage for at least 1 week. Article exists in the content feed with a light gray background and the
word “SPONSORED” to differentiate it from other content.
Article snippet also displays on the appropriate section page.
Article shared on Facebook and Twitter with sponsoring company tagged (if applicable).
Article appears in the appropriate weekly newsletter.

E-Newsletter
In addition to display ads in print and on the website, the Shepherd Express daily newsletters offer
additional opportunities to reach our audience. Only four leaderboard (728x90 pixels) ads display in
each newsletter.

Enhanced Featured Events
Kick your free event listing up a notch by upgrading to our enhanced featured listings. Featured listings
get visibility on the homepage, all article pages, all section pages. Four options available.

Digital Residency
The Shepherd Express Digital Residency is a fully customizable content package. We work with you to
lay out a landing page on our site.
The page is linked at the top level of our navigation bar. The contents of the content package display on
the homepage and are shared in our weekly email newsletters AND social media. We work with you to
determine the editorial topics covered in the section.

Section/Series Sponsorships
Section and Article Series sponsorships are an additional option for advertisers looking for targeted
promotional techniques to get in front of our audience outside of straight display advertising. The
advertiser is given special callout on the homepage, the section’s landing page and every article in the
series. Sponsorship rates vary by section/series.
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ADDITIONAL ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES
PRINT
SPONSOR PLACEMENT

HEAR ME OUT | SPONSORED BY UW CREDIT UNION

SPONSOR PLACEMENT

DEAR RUTHIE
Get Your Gobble On and Celebrate
DEAR RUTHIE,

DEAR PETTY,

Happy November to you, dear! It’s my favorite time
of year because I’m all about sweaters, earth tones,
pumpkins, comfort food and the whole she-bang.
There’s just one thing I could never really wrap my head
around, and that’s Thanksgiving.

Well, aren’t you the pity party of Plymouth Rock? You’re
talking to the wrong person, honey, because Thanksgiving is one of my favorite holidays! Sure, most Americans
overeat on that day, but many are turning to healthier
Thanksgiving fare, too.

I mean, I get the whole giving-thanks thing, but it all
seems overshadowed by the way we treated native
people when we invaded this land. I also hate how the
entire country takes a day to become insanely gluttonous, over-eating and eating poorly—not to mention
the ridiculous amount of food we discard that day. It’s
embarrassing!

More important, thousands of people volunteer at help
centers, food banks and kitchens that entire weekend.
Others deliver food to those in need or offer goods to
homeless shelters.

Worst off, I don’t feel anyone uses the day to be grateful.
That’s the point behind the whole damn day! Sure, I guess,
some families start the gluttony with a prayer of gratitude,
but I’m guessing that’s about it for the majority of American Thanksgiving tables. The whole thing sort of ruins November for me. Any thoughts on this? Any wise advice for
someone who finds Thanksgiving sort of upsetting?

TRYING TO FEEL THANKFUL,

The Petty Pilgrim

Clearly you want to feel part of the Thanksgiving holiday or you wouldn’t have messaged me. That said, you
should make the holiday your own. Get your gobble on
by celebrating the day however you see fit. Do a little soul searching on what
Thanksgiving means to
you, and then honor
that in a manner
you see fitting.
Follow your gut
and not customs,
expectations or
social mores for
a Thanksgiving
that’s truly special to you.

DIGITAL

SPONSOR
PLACEMENT

SPONSOR
PLACEMENT

Have a question for Ruthie? Want to share an event with her?
Contact Ruthie at dearruthie@shepex.com.
Follow her on social media, too!
Facebook: Dear Ruthie Instagram: RuthieKeester Twitter: @DearRuthie.

80
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SPONSOR
PLACEMENT

Shepherd Express

Section/Guide Sponsorships

Sponsorships available for monthly sections, special
sections and guides. Includes sponsor logo on the Table
of Contents next to the appropriate section, “Sponsored
by” and logo on the section/guide introduction page in
print as well as in the online article.

Best of Milwaukee

The annual Shepherd Express reader poll! The awards
where the READERS determine the winners. Nominations
begin in September for Round 1 and the Finalists are
voted on in Round 2 beginning in November. Exclusive
digital options available on the ballot as well as Category
Sponsors and ballot ads.

SPONSOR PLACEMENT
SPONSOR PLACEMENT
Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.
8/6

YOUR
INSERT
HERE

7/30 Solution

www.waterstreetcreative.com

Puzzles Sponsorship

A popular download for readers with new puzzles
available on ShepherdExpress.com weekly: Crossword,
Sudoku, and Word Finds. Sponsorship includes business
logo and website on each puzzle page. Opportunity to
include print sponsorship. 3-month minimum.

Advertising Inserts

Additional option to our print advertising: insert your
pre-printed advertising into our publication.
Single sheet: smaller than 8.5”x 10.875”
Blow-in, single sheet: 4”x6” or 5”x7”
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Shepherd Express

EVENTS

Best of Milwaukee
Tuesday, January 5

Hang out with the best of the best!
Readers vote in over 250 categories
for their favorite Milwaukee
businesses, people and places. We
reveal the winners on this special
night and celebrate the best city,
Milwaukee!

Burger Week

Sunday, May 16 Saturday, May 22

This week-long feast gives
Milwaukeeans a chance
to sample some of the
best burgers in the city!
Restaurants will highlight a
specialty burger for the week
and $1 from each burger
sold will be donated to
Feeding America
Eastern Wisconsin!

(ALL DATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
REFER TO SPECIAL SECTIONS & EVENTS
CALENDAR FOR CURRENT 2021 SCHEDULE)

Stein & Dine

WI Cannabis Expo

A celebration all things Wisconsin.
Enjoy unlimited samples from
the state’s finest breweries,
cheese artisans, sausage makers,
local restaurants, distilleries and
wineries. All guests will receive a
complimentary sampling glass to use
for the day and take home!

This B2B and B2C expo features
exhibitors from all fields of the hemp
industry. The expo also includes a
variety of presentations from leading
experts on cannabis, CBD, and hemp.

Fall: Saturday, November 6

Margarita Fest
Saturday, June 12

Grab a friend and a lime, its
margarita time! Do you like
your margaritas frozen or
on the rocks? Salt or sugar?
With a kick of heat or fruity
and sweet? Come taste all
varieties of margaritas from
local businesses. Patrons will
vote, and we’ll crown
a winner!

Milwaukee:
Saturday, October 2
Madison:
Saturday, December 4

LGBTQ Progress
Awards
Thursday, August 5

Shepherd Express and
Cream City foundation are
proud to support the great
strides made in Milwaukee
for the LGBTQ community.
This event raises money for
awareness and celebrates
those who have worked hard
and made progress in
our city.

Old Fashioned
Fest

Friday, September 10

Let’s toast to a Milwaukee
classic – The Old Fashioned!
It will be a Whiskey vs.
Brandy showdown you
won’t want to miss. Sample
classic and reimagined Old
Fashioneds and at the end of
the night, we’ll crown
a winner.
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SPECIAL SECTIONS & EVENTS
subject to change

MONTH FEATURES

EVENTS

DUE DATES

Best of Milwaukee Party,
Jan. 5, (virtual event)

Space: December 21
Final Art: December 23

JAN

Best of Milwaukee Issue
(Winners/Finalists listed)

FEB

Best of Milwaukee (Winners only listed)
Spring Arts Guide
Fish Fry

Space: January 20
Final Art: January 22

MAR

Spring Drink
Home & Garden/Home Improvement

Space: February 17
Final Art: February 19

APR

Earth Day
Home & Garden/Home Improvement

Space: March 24
Final Art: March 26

MAY

Summer Guide
Home & Garden/Home Improvement

Burger Week, May 16 - 22

Space: April 21
Final Art: April 23

JUN

Outdoor Dining Guide
Pride/Progress Award Winners

Margarita Fest, June 12, Glass & Griddle

Space: May 19
Final Art: May 21

JUL

Summer Drink
Family Pets

AUG

Progress Awards
State Fair Preview

LGBTQ Progress Awards
Aug. 5, St. Kate—The Arts Hotel
Kegel’s Inn Oktoberfest,
Kegel’s Inn, Dates TBD

Space: July 21
Final Art: July 23

SEP

Fall Arts Guide
Fall Drink
Summerfest Preview
WI Cannabis Expo Preview

Old Fashioned Fest,
Sept. 10, Turner Hall
Best of Milwaukee Nominations,
Sept. 16-Oct 14

Space: August 18
Final Art: August 20

OCT

Home & Garden
Health & Wellness
Personal Finance
Stein & Dine Preview
Best of Milwaukee Category Listings

WI Cannabis Expo - Milwaukee,
Oct. 2, Wisconsin Center

Space: September 22
Final Art: September 24

NOV

Holiday Arts Guide
Holiday Gift Guide
Holiday Dining
Small Business Saturday
Best of Milwaukee Finalists Listings

Stein & Dine—Fall,
Nov. 6, WI Products Pavilion WI State Fair Park
Best of Milwaukee, Finalist Voting,
Nov. 4 - Dec. 2

Space: October 20
Final Art: October 22

DEC

Holiday Drink
Holiday Gift Guide
Holiday Dining
New Year’s Eve

WI Cannabis Expo - Madison
Dec. 4, Alliant Energy Center, Madison

Space: November 17
Final Art: November 19

JAN

Best of Milwaukee Issue
(Winners/Finalists listed)

Best of Milwaukee Party, TBD

Space: December 21
Final Art: December 23

Space: June 23
Final Art: June 25
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PRINT PRODUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
DEADLINES
Ad Space: For space reservation and final print
materials deadlines, please contact your sales
representative, or refer to the Shepherd Express
editorial calendar.
SPECIFICATIONS
Full Page Ad Size (non-bleed ads): 8” x 10”
Full Page Ad Size (for bleed ads):
Trim: 9” x 10.875” (actual publication size)
Live: 8” x 10” (all copy within this safe area)
Bleed: 9.25” x 11.125” (includes 1/8” to be removed
when publication is final trimmed to 9” x 10.875”)

Full Page
Non-Bleed

Full Page
Bleed Ad

Live: 8” x 1 0”

Live: 8” x 1 0”
Trim: 9” x 10.875”
Bleed: 9.25” x 11.125”

Skybox

Full Page Spread Double Truck

2.25” x 1.85”

Non-Bleed

Cover Banner

Live: 17” x 10”

Live: 8” x . 750”
Trim: 9” x 1.25”
Bleed : 9.25” x 1.375”

Bleed

Live: 17” x 10”
Trim: 18” x 10.875”
Bleed: 18.25” x 11.125”

Image Resolution:
266-300 dpi (RGB and LAB colors are unacceptable)
Color:
4/C Process. Convert spot colors to process.
Publisher will match any second color with four
color process, except metallic-base sheen inks and
special inks.

(1/8” right, left and bottom)

Cover Banner

2/3 V

5.25” x 10”

Half Page Spread

Live: 17” x 4.875”
Trim: 18” x 5”
Bleed: 18.25” x 5.125”

Preferred Digital File Format:
PDF/X1a, with high resolution CMYK or grayscale
images and all fonts embedded. Application
files such as Adobe Illustrator, Adobe InDesign,
QuarkXpress and Pagemaker are not acceptable.
Ad Send:
Print-ready ads can be sent to:
https://Shepherdexpress.com/adfiledrop

1/3 V

1/2 V

2.562”
x 10”

3.9”
x 10”

1/2H

8” x 4.875”

For questions regarding ad specifications please
contact: ads@shepex.com

Looking to get our readers’ attention
in a different way?
We will accept and distribute pre-printed inserts
starting at 10,000. See the distribution map on
page 5 for detailed distribution numbers by area.

Skybox

1/6 H

1/4 H

5.25” x 2.312”

8” x 2.312”

1/4 Sq

3.9”
x 4.875”

1/4 V

2.562”
x 7.437”

1/9V

2.562”
x 3.166”

1/6 V

2.562”
x 4.875”

1/12 Sq
2.562”
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Shepherd
ShepherdExpress
Express

PRINT
SPECIFICATIONS
PRINTPRODUCTION
PRODUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

Trim: 9”

ADVERTISE WITH US!
PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS ON

SHEPHERDEXPRESS.COM

ADVERTISE WITH US!
PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS ON

Bleed:
11.125”

SHEPHERDEXPRESS.COM

Trim:
10.875”
Choose from a range of ads for thousands of monthly views
and maximize on your company’s success.

Choose from a range of ads for thousands of monthly views
and maximize on your company’s success.

Bleed: 9.25”

Full Page
Bleed Ad

Full Page
Non-Bleed

Live: 8” x 10”
Trim: 9” x 10.875”
Bleed: 9.25” x 11.125”

Live: 8” x 10”

Supply ad with image at the bleed size
of 9.25” x 11.125” and keep all copy
inside the live area of 8” x 10”.

Supply ad with image at the non bleed
size of 8” x 10” and the ad will center
on the 9” x 10.875” page.

For questions regarding ad specifications please contact: ads@shepex.com
10.2020

For questions regarding ad specifications please contact: ads@shepex.com
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